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Dear Year 13 Parents and Carers  
Examinations Update 

  
We are very aware that the government’s announcement regarding a review of the public examinations this 
summer will be quite disheartening and unsettling for many of our Year 13 students; we were just as surprised as 
you! Students have responded magnificently to the challenge of their post-16 courses, made huge efforts to catch-
up with their learning after the last lockdown and have put themselves in a strong position to progress successfully 
onto further education, training or employment.  
  
Despite the language used in the media, at this stage, examinations have not been cancelled.  
 
Students must not be distracted whilst we await guidance on the alternative arrangements, or be discouraged 
from continuing with the essential work set by their teachers. Whatever arrangements are put in place we know that 
there will be significant weight put upon the expected grades that schools provide. 
  
The government will expect schools to provide significant evidence for any submitted grades, taking account of all 
information from across their 6th form courses. As one of the few schools to have accomplished a full Autumn term 
of teaching, learning and assessment, as well as a complete set of trial examinations, we are well placed to meet 
this challenge. Additionally, we have a second set of trial examinations scheduled for March that we may be 
required to undertake. 
  
At this difficult time for Year 13 please ensure that your child attends all their online lessons and completes all 
the tasks set. We need to be able to demonstrate a continued engagement with learning and have firm evidence 
that the good work completed is being maintained. 
  
Should you need any support, or if we can help in any way, as always, please contact your child’s Tutor in the 
first instance, or Mr See should you require further advice.  
 
Mr Hales 
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